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Introduction

The Annual Report for 2017 is provided to the community of Parkes High School as an account of the school's
operations and achievements throughout the year. 

It provides a detailed account of the progress the school has made to provide high quality educational opportunities for
all students as set out in the school plan. It outlines the findings from self–assessment that reflect the impact of key
school strategies for improved learning and the benefit to all students from the expenditure of resources, including equity
funding.

Sandra Carter

Principal

School contact details

Parkes High School
Albert St
Parkes, 2870
www.parkes-h.schools.nsw.edu.au
parkes-h.School@det.nsw.edu.au
6862 1844

Message from the Principal

Our school leadership team led the way in 2017 with School Captain Yasmin Potts attending the Australian National
Youth Science Forum in Canberra and then the London International Youth Science Forum; School Captain Ross Collins
representing our young people at the NSW Youth Parliament; Yasmin Potts and Chloe Henderson organising the first
student led RUOK? Day in 2016 which continued in 2017; BJ Williams working on the Young Endeavour and then being
asked back to be a mentor; Mia Cummins, together with Jacinta Barnard, having their short stories selected by author
Alice Pung and published in an anthology called ‘My First Lesson’; and Jayden Pusterla being a member of the state
winning Western Open Boys Hockey side.

2017 has been a year of consolidation at Parkes High School as we continue to move  and improve our school. We had
the second colour run for our Cross Country organised by the Year 11 Sport, Lifestyle and Recreation class, the second
SRC Bingo night to raise funds for student driven projects within our school, and the Year 12 showcase of student major
works that included Industrial Technology Wood and Metal, Visual Arts projects, as well as musical performances and
short stories.  Our Open Night, Year 7 Meet the Teacher BBQ and Year 11 Information nights have all been very
successful. Our AECG magazine has continued to thrive through the work of our very talented Aboriginal writers and
artists. Our home–grown Alternative Curriculum and Engagement Strategy or ACES program has continued to give
students an alternate educational pathway for those who do not want an ATAR. Our RFS Cadet program has completed
its thirteenth continuous year. Parkes High is the only school in NSW to conduct this program continuously for this length
of time. Our Australian representation continues with past student, Talesha Quinn, being a member of the Australian
Women’s Rugby League team who won the world championship in 2017. Our very young Open Girls Squash team is
state runner–up. Outstanding when you consider that the competition commences with over 410 schools.

Our participation in international academic competitions is outstanding with results that include:

Three High Distinctions – Tynan Matthews for the Big Science Competition, Alleyne Gaut in ICAS English and Elizabeth
Hoyle in ICAS Writing and the Big Science competition.

Distinctions – Julia Williams, ICAS English, Madison Bland, Categorical and Algorithmic Thinking Competition, Alleyne
Gaut, ICAS Writing, Mathematics and Science, Tynan Matthews, Categorical and Algorithmic Thinking, Trefor Robinson
ICAS Science and Digital Technologies, Alex Williams, ICAS English and the Big Science Competition. We also had 21
Credits across years 7 to 12.

A High Distinction is awarded to students in the top 1% of entries, a Distinction to the next 10% and a Credit to the next
25%. Considering these competitions are International, with thousands of students participating across Australia and
twenty other countries, this is an extraordinary effort. I am very proud of our students as they not only challenge
themselves to meet their potential but are working to exceed their potential!
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The outstanding achievement in these academic competitions and the shared enrolment of students with Aurora College,
the NSW Department of Education Virtual Selective High School, resulted in our targeted gifted and talented class for
year 7 in 2017. The success of this class has resulted in its continuation into 2018.

I would like to acknowledge the teachers and support staff of Parkes High School, who have and will continue to support
our students as they continue their education journey. All the extra–curricula activities and excursions and some directly
related to curriculum, only occur through the goodwill of our staff. Most of our excursions commence before the school
day and finish well after the last bell, some go overnight. Teachers are not paid overtime and they do not get time off in
lieu. Thus, these endeavours can only happen when our teachers and support staff go above and beyond, to ensure that
our students have the widest of opportunities and experiences as they grow and develop into active, informed and
involved citizens of our school, our community and our country.

Parkes High School students have been very fortunate in 2017 to have had many opportunities to develop their learning
in a range of STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics) related workshops and classroom based
activities.  Our staff have also developed their skills in this area through participation in these workshops alongside of our
students and through attending a range of professional learning activities.  We are very excited about the direction this is
taking and look forward to expanding these activities in 2018 with the aim to reach a larger proportion of the student
body.

Students have engaged in a number of very important and valuable experiences.

Entrepreneurial Learning

Term 1 saw Year 7 Technology Mandatory and Year 9 Project Based Learning students participate in workshops
conducted as part of the Intel Entrepreneurial Learning program with presenters from the Department of Education and
industry.  Students brainstormed solutions to a real world problem using Dash the robot to help create solutions that
would enhance an existing social enterprise business. Following on from this workshop our school library was successful
in obtaining a CSU CUP Rural and Regional Education Development grant to purchase a set of Dash and Dotrobots. 
These will be used as a pop–upmaker space activity and to provide the opportunity for small groups of students to
creatively solve problems.

Macquarie University Workshops

Term 2 brought with it the opportunity for three groups of Year 9 and 10 students to participate in robotic workshops
where they learnt how to design, build, program and test Lego Mindstorm robots. Students also had the opportunity to
build the code to make their robot perform a variety of simple activities.  These workshops were conducted by Macquarie
University and this saw the beginning of a myriad of opportunities which were made available to these students. A set of
these robots were loaned to the school and were incorporated into the Teaching and Learning program for the Yr 9
Project Based Learning Class.

We were also very fortunate to receive a very generous grant from an ex–pupil of Parkes High, Mr Michael Ahrens,
through Schools Plus.  This funding enabled us to purchase a class set of these Lego Mindstorm robots initially for use in
the Year 7 Technolgy Mandatory course.

Engineers Without Borders

In Term 3 140 students from Years 7 to 11 participated in a range of practical workshops with students from the
University of Sydney Chapter of Engineers Without Borders. The interactive workshops saw students explore how
science, engineering, maths and technology can be applied to make a positive impact in people’s lives. Students were
challenged to draw on the critical skills of engineering problem solving, critical thinking and teamwork, to find solutions to
real world problems. The three workshops on offer were ‘Floating Houses’, ‘Prosthetic Limbs’ and ‘Renewable Energy.’

 Macquarie University Visit

At the end of Term 3 a group of 20 Year 9 and 10 students were very fortunate to spend three days at Macquarie
University where they had the opportunity to participate in a workshop in the University Robotics Lab.  In conjunction with
this STEM activity they undertook a campus and library tour, participated in Safety and Security workshops, visited the
Museum of Ancient Cultures, took part in an archaeological dig and saw the Archibald Prize exhibition at the Art Gallery
of NSW.

These fantastic opportunities were available to our students through funding provided by Macquarie University.  It
certainly broadened the horizons of many of our students and got them thinking about their future paths and university
studies.

Class Presentations

During Term 4 Mr Murray’s Year 7 Technology Mandatory class and Mrs Richter’s Year 9 Project Based Learning class
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have worked to design, build and program their LEGO Mindstorm EV3 robots to complete a series of challenges.  This
required them to research a given need, develop a statement of intent and build a robot that met the specified
requirements. Students worked in groups and presented their work to their classmates.  This activity allowed the
students to utilise all the robotics and collaborative skills they developed across the year.

Staff Development

Parkes High School was one of 12 schools from the central west region which were selected to participate in the STEM
Teacher Enrichment Academy conducted by the University of Sydney. Six staff (from the Mathematics, Science and TAS
faculties) attended three days of training in Orange and had the opportunity to work together to start to develop a plan for
the expansion of STEM at Parkes High School in 2018.  We aim to trial a program that will target a selected Year 7 class
and will be delivered by their Mathematics, Science and TAS teachers.  We are hopeful that this program will be effective
and then become a regular part of the curriculum for all our Stage 4 students.

Mrs Sandra Carter

Principal
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School background

School vision statement

At Parkes High School we will provide a safe, stimulating and diverse learning environment. We are committed to
developing every student to enable the acquisition of the skills to become successful learners, confident and creative
individuals, active and informed citizens and future leaders.

School context

Parkes High School is a comprehensive secondary high school (enrolment 601 students, of which 18% are Aboriginal)
providing education to an expanding rural community in the central west of NSW. The school attracts equity funding and
is focused on quality teaching, differentiated learning opportunities and pathways, literacy and numeracy.

Parkes High School uses the Positive Behaviour for Learning process and is part of the Henry Parkes Learning
Community. The school is highly inclusive and supports students with disabilities. It has seven special education classes.
Effective programs for transition and gifted education students operate, and we have established strong partnerships
with the community. 

The school has a proud history of outstanding academic, sporting, cultural and performing arts achievements, and offers
an extensive range of vocational education and training courses.

Self-assessment and school achievement

Self-assessment using the School Excellence Framework

This section of the Annual Report outlines the findings from self–assessment using the School Excellence Framework,
school achievements and the next steps to be pursued.

This year, our school undertook self–assessment using the School Excellence Framework. The framework supports
public schools throughout NSW in the pursuit of excellence by providing a clear description of high quality practice
across the three domains of Learning, Teaching and Leading.

Our self–assessment process will assist the school to refine our school plan, leading to further improvements in the
delivery of education to our students.

For more information about the School Excellence Framework:

https://education.nsw.gov.au/teaching–and–learning/school–excellence–and–accountability/sef–evidence–guide 
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Strategic Direction 1

Engaged Learners

Purpose

Parkes High School is committed to developing students who will be resourceful, self–regulated, reflective and
responsible when faced with new and challenging learning opportunities. It will deliver an education which engages the
learner and that promotes real world connections and lifelong learning experiences that are transferable and enduring
which will lead to successful outcomes for all students.

Overall summary of progress

Milestoning by staff and executive indicates that the overall progress with the 2015–2017 School Plan was successful.
Improvement measures indicate that elements of the school plan across three strategic directions have moved towards a
state of progress in all key learning areas and operations of the school. Faculties have implemented the School Plan
through faculty based strategies and indicators suggest that all key learning areas have strong operation aspects of the
plan embedded in to everyday practice.

Progress towards achieving improvement measures

Improvement measures
(to be achieved over 3 years)

Funds Expended
(Resources)

Progress achieved this year

Student average growth against
internal and external measures
meets or exceeds state average.

1.8 staffing

Socio–economic
background $68286.00

The indicators of the data gathered suggests that
student growth has been achieved with some level
of success. Targets have been reached with some
success in some areas of internal and external
measures.

Student achievement of silver,
gold and platinum pins increases
by 15%.

 School funding. $2500.00 Recognition assemblies have been established
within the student wellbeing framework and
numbers of students recognised with the awarding
of silver, gold and platinum pins has been achieved.
Recognition assemblies have also established
stronger links with embedded community
representation a growing feature of the award
ceremony.

Academic achievement of the
highest level in internal and
external assessments increases
by 15%.

Head Teacher Teaching
and Learning role
maintained. ($50 000.00)

 How2Learn funding for new
staff. $5000.00

Parkes High School continues to work towards this
goal and gain the level of academic achievement
required to reach the goal of a 15% increase.
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Next Steps

Continued focus of How2Learn, PBL and MindMatters to improve the learning culture of student body.

Introduction of mentoring scheme for all HSC students.

Engagement with Tell Them From Me survey to gain valuable data to align decision making about student mental health
impacts and wellbeing focuses.

Introduction of school diary and embedded wellbeing program for all stage levels.

Develop roadmaps for all year advisor roles and develop a team based approach by year advisors to better cater for the
wellbeing needs of the student body.

Develop wellbeing hubs across the school to better inform students about key matters related to schooling including
 study programs, wellbeing information, contacts for service providers and learning strategies.

Extend Anti–Bullying program to develop student involvement, build capacity and engage students as Anti– Bullying
ambassadors.
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Strategic Direction 2

Quality Teaching

Purpose

Teacher capacity has the single highest impact on student learning. A focus on developing a professional staff
embracing and embedding effective teaching practices, as well as research based teaching practices, in a culture of
shared responsibility, will lead to improved outcomes for all students in all classrooms.

Overall summary of progress

The appointment of two key executive roles in Head Teacher Teaching and Learning and Head Teacher Wellbeing has
allowed for a greater level of support for all students and staff. The roles have strengthened two integral components of
student need, and together have strengthened a greater level of connectedness of the student body. Parkes High School
has also been able to engage with internal validation of teaching practice related to key areas including program
development, assessment design and marking quality. Staff have also been given opportunity to engage with
professional training, networks and HSC marking to better engage with the delivery of high quality teaching and learning
practices.

Progress towards achieving improvement measures

Improvement measures
(to be achieved over 3 years)

Funds Expended
(Resources)

Progress achieved this year

Student average growth against
internal and external measures
meets or exceeds state average.

No funds expended. Staff have been able to access a broad range of
external and internal opportunities to develop their
skills related to teaching, learning activities and
programming, assessment and development of
meaningful and engaging content. Parkes High
School is yet to reach this goal but indicators
suggest staff are developing skills geared towards
this achievement.

Staff demonstrate a deep
understanding of quality teaching
in their practice. 

No funds expended. The Quality Teaching and Learning Framework has
been utilised extensively to upskill staff and develop
staff understanding of the impact of quality lessons
and content.

Internal validation of all key areas have occurred
and allowed for the alignment of assessment task
design and resource development to be aligned
across the KLAs of the school.

Head Teachers have been able to utilise
meaningful analysis of faculty systems and
operations to better design their faculty operations
around quality teaching provisions across all staff.

Increased number of staff with
the capacity to fulfil leadership
positions within the school and to
drive whole school improvement.

No funds expended. Personal development plans have been completed
for all staff and goals have been set from this
process to allow staff to develop a strong skills set
targeting improvement in all areas of teaching
practice.

A review process has been embedded into the PDP
process to allow staff the flexibility to redesign and
implement alternative professional goals to better
cater for emergent teaching and learning demands
of the school population.

All faculties meet Department of
Education and BOSTES
mandatory requirements.

No funds expended. Head Teacher Teaching and Learning has
produced meaningful data for Head Teachers of all
key learning areas to improve teaching and learning
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Progress towards achieving improvement measures

Improvement measures
(to be achieved over 3 years)

Funds Expended
(Resources)

Progress achieved this year

All faculties meet Department of
Education and BOSTES
mandatory requirements.

practice related to content choice, activity design
and implementation of quality learning experiences
for all students. The data has been used by Head
Teachers to make informed and improved decision
making around resource development, professional
learning needs of staff and implementation of
faculty planning measures to improve teaching and
learning at Parkes High School.

Next Steps

Faculty plans developed for all key learning areas.

Baseline data has been used extensively with staff to inform and improve teaching practice and develop quality teaching
expertise across staff.

Staff engagement with data collection, analysis and application has shown improvement.

Differentiation has been embedded in the practice of all staff to better meet the needs of all students.

Head Teacher BYOD continues to work with staff to expand knowledge around Google classroom, including the
embedding of this application across all Year 7 classes.

Technology has been widely used in all year groupings to support the delivery of quality lessons and learning activities.

STEM classroom has been established at Parkes High School to better cater for students extension of learning activities
in Science, Mathematics and Technology Mandatory classes.

Project based learning classes were utilised as an elective to extend students and better cater for the learning needs of
gifted education students at Parkes High School.
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Strategic Direction 3

Community Partnerships

Purpose

The school is committed to building stronger partnerships with the wider community. Research indicates the benefits of
partnerships between the school, families and wider community as being an essential ingredient in high performing
educational systems. Therefore the school will focus on a culture of collaboration, engaged communication, empowered
leadership and organisational effectiveness in partnership with the whole school community.

Overall summary of progress

Parkes High School maintains many valuable community partnerships that engage the expertise of a cross section of our
community in authentic partnerships. These partnerships relate to educational provision, community connectedness,
employment opportunities, work to school initiatives, and social and community citizenship. These partnerships provide a
strong network of support to our school, students and parents.

Partnerships include the Henry Parkes Learning Community and engages all public schools in the township in a common
goal set relating to the provision of high quality educational experiences. This partnership builds the capacity of staff,
connectedness of all public schools and the recognition of school leadership as integral to the achievement of school
excellence.

Community partnerships also extend to local businesses, service providers and government agencies, as well as to
individuals from a broad range of community groups and facilitate initiatives such as the Girls and Boys Strategy,
vocational education needs of Year 11 and 12 students, and aspects related to alternative educational pathways.

Parkes High School values its connections with community groups and individuals in gaining stronger links between our
school and students with members of the local community.

Progress towards achieving improvement measures

Improvement measures
(to be achieved over 3 years)

Funds Expended
(Resources)

Progress achieved this year

Student leadership opportunities
will be enhanced.

$5000.00 Boys and Girls Strategy groups establish activities
for targeted students around community
participation and leadership capacity.

RFS and SES groups contribute to their local
communities in a volunteering capacity.

Activities which  maintain strong and extending
relationships with the local community include Year
10 PASS students coaching and mentoring primary
students, White Ribbon Day, Kids Teaching Kids,
PSSA officiating by students , P A and H
volunteering group, ACES students working on
restoration projects with the local Aviation
Museum,  AESTs, and RMS/Parkes Shire Council
Mock Crash Day.

Parent and community
involvement will be enhanced.

$2000.00 Open night for community and parental body, Year
7 Welcome to High School night, Year 11
Information evening, Business Expo, History
Express, PDHPE Health Expo, MAD night, Year 10
Future Directions Subject Selection night, P and C
participation in Year 7 welcome.

A major showcase of HPLC schools to the public at
annual P A and H Agricultural Show. Extensive
public exposure of the HPLC and work by students
in a broad range of fields has developed a better
knowledge of the local community of the value of
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Progress towards achieving improvement measures

Improvement measures
(to be achieved over 3 years)

Funds Expended
(Resources)

Progress achieved this year

Parent and community
involvement will be enhanced.

public education.

The capacity of schools to
provide quality learning pathways
to meet the needs of all students
will be enhanced.

$1000.00 Alternative curriculum course developed for Year 11
and 12 students (ACES), Future Moves Years
7–11, subject selection processes organised in new
format and more successful including increasing
attendance of parents and students.

The whole school community will
understand and value the
benefits of the HPLC.

 

Parkes High School activities have promoted the
value of the partnership with primary schools
through participation in the showcase of schools at
local Agricultural Society event.

Next Steps

Parkes High School continues to explore the value of the HPLC, and further options for engaging in activities which build
a better whole school value of the HPLC.

Staff at Parkes High School are encouraged to develop teaching and learning activities which engage the local
community in stronger partnerships, and are actively engaged to include parents, community leaders, business leaders
and local service groups in activities conducted as part of their roles at Parkes High School.

School planning for 2018–2020 will emphasis the value of the HPLC partnerships and target the extension of community
involvement in the operations of the school.
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Key Initiatives Resources (annual) Impact achieved this year

Aboriginal background loading In–class support 0.6 class
teacher, In–class tutorial
support 1.0

Aboriginal background
loading $24 827.00

Continuing development of personalised
learning plans for all Aboriginal students
(PLP) mapped to literacy and numeracy
continuums. Improved parental input into the
development and monitoring of PLPs. PLP
template carries equal weighting to key areas
related to academic, cultural, social and
personal goals. PLPs used by staff to make
informed decisions about students and their
learning, A stronger sense of culture has
developed with the use of funding to embed
basic literacy and numeracy support through
participation rates increasing in the Involve
program.  A stronger literacy and numeracy
understanding of measures through internal
and external data indicates growth in all areas
related to achievement of credentials
including the RoSA, HSC, traineeships and
stronger participation by Aboriginal students
in all key areas.

English language proficiency Additional school funding
supportded the utilisation of
additional 0.2 support.

English Language
Proficiency

$10 043.00

Improved retention of students who
demonstarte improved learning outcomes to
the HSC credential. Students with additional
support engage fully in all aspects of school
life and have engaged successfully with HSC
and moved to further study and employment.

Low level adjustment for disability Low level adjustment for
disability $67 976.00

Adjustments and learning support were
strongly introduced and consolidated as
practice throughout the key learning areas for
all students. This resulted in continued growth
in key areas: improved quality of products,
greater on task time, improved writing and
more successful Learning and Support team
increased their involvement in the formulation
of actions to improve learning supports for all
students.

Socio–economic background 1.8 teachers

Socio–economic
background $68 266.00

Head Teacher Teaching and Learning
resulted in greater use of technological
supports, improved use of technology across
all teaching programs, and engagement with
a greater technology suite geared towards
improved learning outcomes for all students.
The use of Sentral to map and develop
authentic data around period by period
attendance, recording and reporting. Head
Teacher Teaching and Learning worked
closely with all Head Teachers to improve
teaching and learning programs, embed
Quality Teaching and Learning Framework
across learning activities for students. The
appointment of a third Deputy Principal has
resulted in a reestablishment of stronger
presence of junior and senior AECGs,
improved Aboriginal parent connections with
school and the establishment of an authentic
voice for all stakeholders. The additional
support of the third Deputy Principal allowed
for further growth in student wellbeing and
welfare by other existing Deputy Principal
positions including establishment of
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Socio–economic background 1.8 teachers

Socio–economic
background $68 266.00

knowledge and practice related to the
Wellbeing Framework, and the development
of a localised framework related to faculty,
whole school and teaching contexts.

Support for beginning teachers Beginning Teacher Mentor
and reduction of teaching
load form funding.

Support for beginning
teachers $50 000

Release of all New Scheme teachers for two
hours per week allowed for considerable
development across all domains of teaching.
Time release allowed the beginning teachers
to engage with a range of activities related to
professional development, activities and skills
to improve their early career development as
capable staff members.  These activities
included coaching and mentoring by all staff
including Deputy Principals, Head Teachers,
experienced staff, and specialist roles within
the school. These activities related to stronger
development in key areas such as
programming development, discipline and
welfare, understanding of whole school
systems, resourcing, classroom management,
and improving student engagement.
Beginning teaching staff were also given time
to allow for the acquisition and annotation of
appropriate evidence to contribute to their
accreditation. Teachers also participated in
mandatory training and other professional
learning opportunities. The program afforded
the development of stronger professional
relationships for all staff with their mentor and
highly individualised level of support for all
new career teaching staff.

Broadening and Enriching Stage 6 1 teacher

Administration supports

$10 000

Ongoing consolidation and improvement in
the alternative curriculum model for non HSC
students. The ongoing development of the
Alterative Curriculum Engagement Strategy
(ACES) has increased the engagement and
participation of students who would have
exited an academic pathway and has resulted
in improved retention for students not seeking
a HSC. All Stage 6 subjects have engaged
their respective syllabuses to develop rich
and student centred focuses geared towards
improved learning outcomes for all students.
The development of mentoring and study
skills programs for senior students has also
improved the diversity of skills for all students
undertaking a HSC.
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Student information

Student enrolment profile

Enrolments

Students 2014 2015 2016 2017

Boys 322 315 295 281

Girls 352 340 323 308

Student enrolments remain stable and the pattern of
enrolments is influenced by shifting socio–economic
changes that occur within the community, declining and
expanding employment bases in some areas, and
emerging employment opportunities across other
industries being established in the localised
geographical area. Work availability can influence the
decline in enrolment numbers throughout the year and
in a cyclical fashion.

Student attendance profile

School

Year 2014 2015 2016 2017

7 91.6 88.9 91.9 93.2

8 89.3 89.8 85.7 88.1

9 86.9 88 86 85.2

10 85 84.4 82.6 83.5

11 88.5 85.8 83.2 87.9

12 88.5 87.4 85.6 88.4

All Years 88.2 87.4 85.7 87.6

State DoE

Year 2014 2015 2016 2017

7 93.3 92.7 92.8 92.7

8 91.1 90.6 90.5 90.5

9 89.7 89.3 89.1 89.1

10 88.1 87.7 87.6 87.3

11 88.8 88.2 88.2 88.2

12 90.3 89.9 90.1 90.1

All Years 90.2 89.7 89.7 89.6

Management of non-attendance

Attendance has been successfully addressed and
improved in Years 7–12 through the development of a
stronger welfare driven approach involving all
stakeholders and key personnel from within school. A
greater role in attendance monitoring by Year Advisors,
and other DEC personnel have contributed to improving
the attendance rates in some year groupings. The

introduction of a new structure for the all students and
the removal of a daily assembly has increased
attendance and reduced lateness to school
significantly. Measures introduced have resulted in an
increase of attendance that is more closely aligned with
the state average for attendance across Years 7–12.

Post-school destinations

Proportion of
students moving
into post-school
education, training
or employment

Year
10%

Year
11%

Year
12%

Seeking
Employment

0 0 6

Employment 0 7 42

TAFE entry 0 3 8

University Entry 0 0 23

Other 0 0 11

Unknown 0 0 10

There were 77 students who completed Year 12 in
2017. The ratio numbered 51 females and 26 males. At
the time of the destination survey the following
information was recorded.

A total of 23% of our Year 12 students (11 females, 6
males) were offered places at University in 2018. This
was down 3% on last year's cohort of which 26%
accepted to commence in 2017. They included 13
females, and 9 males. Those students choosing to
defer university study made up the additional 1% which
was a 5% decrease on last year's group. These
students have opted to take up a gap year and have
undertaken full time or part time work to help with the
costs of starting out and relocating for university.

The drop in students attending university also
correlates with an increase in the number of students
opting to enter the work force. The students’ choice of
courses was consistent with previous years. Most
popular courses included Education, Information
Technology, Communications, Engineering, Law and
International Relations, Nursing, Exercise and Animal
Science.

Those students seeking alternative training options at
private colleges or similar institutions were recorded at
11% which was down by 4%. The type of training
undertaken included Early Childhood, the Defence
Forces, Hospitality, Business Services and
Administration.

Of the other students who completed their Higher
School Certificate 13% were attending TAFE, which
was an increase of 3%. This includes those students
undertaking a traineeship or an apprenticeship. Those
completing a traineeship represented 1% of the
cohort,  while 4% were employed in an apprenticeship,
which was up by 1% on last year's totals. The
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apprenticeships offered were in the mechanical and
metal industries. The additional 8% of students were
undertaking a range of courses including, Child Care,
Information Technology, Events Management,
Business and Animal Studies.

Those students entering full time or part time work
made up 42% of the total leavers which was an
increase of 6%. Figures showed part time workers
remained the same at 17%, while those in full–time
work increased 19% to 25%. Employment options
gained locally ranged from Retail, Industry and Health
related areas.  Several students undertaking TAFE
courses were not listed in these statistics which would
take the number of students who are currently working
to 50%. This was an increase of 1% of last year's
cohort of 49%.

Of students not in the labour market or undertaking
further training, figures remained steady at 6% of
students being unemployed at the time that this
destination survey was collated. This is below the
current  youth unemployment statistical data.

Students unknown or undertaking other projects had a
decrease of 1%  to 9%. These students are travelling,
taking a gap year, involved in volunteer work, have left
town or did not return the survey.

Kieran Duncan

Careers Adviser

Year 12 students undertaking vocational or trade
training

Students interested in a vocational education pathway
completed courses in Building and Construction,
Hospitality, Primary Industry courses as well as
accessing TAFE courses in a number of subjects.  58%
of students undertook vocational education courses at
Parkes High School.

Workforce information

Workforce composition

Position FTE*

Principal 1

Deputy Principal(s) 2

Assistant Principal(s) 0

Head Teacher(s) 9

Classroom Teacher(s) 44.5

Teacher of Reading Recovery 0

Learning & Support Teacher(s) 1.8

Teacher Librarian 1

Teacher of ESL 0

School Counsellor 1.6

School Administration & Support
Staff

17.48

Other Positions 2

*Full Time Equivalent

Teacher qualifications

All teaching staff meet the professional requirements
for teaching in NSW public schools. 

Teacher qualifications

Qualifications % of staff

Undergraduate degree or diploma 100

Postgraduate degree 0

Professional learning and teacher accreditation

Professional learning opportunities were undertaken by
all staff in 2017. Teaching staff have been trained in the
HOW2Learn, MindMatters and Positive Behaviour for
Learning (PBL).

Staff in all key learning areas undertook significant
professional learning related to their subject areas and
the delivery of course content. 

Professional learning has also been embedded into
staff development days in terms 1–4. These days have
allowed Parkes High School to deliver meaningful
professional learning related to quality teaching and
learning design, programming, assessment, classroom
management, PBL, welfare and discipline, report
writing and use of mark books, school systems
including Sentral, a centralised record storage program
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relating to daily communication, discipline, reporting
and wellbeing.

Staff have also been professionally in serviced on DEC
frameworks relating to the wellbeing, Premier's
Priorities and student engagement.

All executive members (Principal, Deputy Principals
and Head Teachers) have participated in professional
learning activities delivered through
HPLC activities, and have participated in professional
learning that has been developed as a key aspect of
executive meetings. 

Professional learning of all staff is closely linked to their
Professional Development Plans, and aligns with
school directions and needs  in order to enhance
educational provision at Parkes High School. Staff have
been able to engage with this process in order to build
their capacity as teachers and engage learning at a
21st century level in Years 7–12.

Targeted professional learning has allowed the staff to
develop a strong connection to a broad range of
educational, social and wellbeing focuses in order to
better cater to needs of the students who attend the
school.

Financial information (for schools
using both OASIS and SAP/SALM)

Financial information

The three financial summary tables cover 13 months
(from 1 December 2016 to 31 December 2017). 

The financial summary consists of school income
broken down by funding source and is derived from the
school Annual Financial Statement. 

Receipts $

Balance brought forward 803,652

Global funds 899,377

Tied funds 710,301

School & community sources 154,577

Interest 10,553

Trust receipts 17,080

Canteen 0

Total Receipts 1,791,888

Payments

Teaching & learning

Key Learning Areas 109,749

Excursions 51,367

Extracurricular dissections 47,633

Library 5,726

Training & Development 0

Tied Funds Payments 497,436

Short Term Relief 169,562

Administration & Office 98,856

Canteen Payments 0

Utilities 123,749

Maintenance 81,589

Trust Payments 10,311

Capital Programs 31,000

Total Payments 1,226,978

Balance carried forward 1,368,561

Figures presented in this report may be subject to
rounding so may not reconcile exactly with the bottom
line totals, which are calculated without any rounding. 

The information provided in the financial summary
includes reporting from 1 January 2017 to 31
December 2017. 
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2017 Actual ($)

Opening Balance 0

Revenue 1,573,990

Appropriation 1,365,909

Sale of Goods and Services 3,906

Grants and Contributions 203,493

Gain and Loss 0

Other Revenue 0

Investment Income 681

Expenses -567,770

Recurrent Expenses -548,840

Employee Related -294,643

Operating Expenses -254,196

Capital Expenses -18,930

Employee Related 0

Operating Expenses -18,930

SURPLUS / DEFICIT FOR THE
YEAR

1,006,220

Balance Carried Forward 1,006,220

The Opening balance for the 2017 school financial year
is displayed in the OASIS table as Balance brought
forward. The financial summary table for the year
ended 31 December 2017 shows the Opening balance
as $0.00 because the Opening balance for the 2017
school financial year is reported in the OASIS table (as
Balance brought forward). 

The amount displayed in the Appropriation category of
the financial summary table is drawn from the Balance
carried forward shown in the OASIS table and includes
any financial transactions in SAP the school has
undertaken since migration from OASIS to SAP/SALM.
For this reason the amount shown for Appropriation will
not equal the OASIS Balance carried forward amount. 

 

Financial summary equity funding

The equity funding data is the main component of the
'Appropriation' section of the financial summary above. 

2017 Actual ($)

Base Total 6,048,377

Base Per Capita 100,764

Base Location 84,176

Other Base 5,863,436

Equity Total 867,173

Equity Aboriginal 115,706

Equity Socio economic 500,543

Equity Language 5,840

Equity Disability 245,084

Targeted Total 1,613,427

Other Total 717,068

Grand Total 9,246,045

Figures presented in this report may be subject to
rounding so may not reconcile exactly with the bottom
line totals, which are calculated without any rounding. 

A full copy of the school’s financial statement is tabled
at the annual general meetings of the parent and/or
community groups. Further details concerning the
statement can be obtained by contacting the school.
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School performance

NAPLAN

In the National Assessment Program the results across
the Years 3, 5, 7 and 9 literacy and
numeracy assessments are reported on a scale from
Band 1 to Band 10. The achievement scale
represents increasing levels of skills
and understandings demonstrated in these
assessments.
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The My School website provides detailed
information and data for national literacy and numeracy
testing. Go to http://www.myschool.edu.au to access
the school data.

Higher School Certificate (HSC)

The performance of students in the HSC is reported in
bands ranging from Band 1 (lowest) to Band 6
(highest).
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Parent/caregiver, student, teacher
satisfaction

Parkes High School seeks feedback from parents,
community members and students and utilises a
number of ways to gain meaningful feedback regarding
a range of activities. This includes but is not limited to
the following systems:

Tell Them from Me Surveys

Student surveys relating to Anti Bullying and wellbeing
matters

The Parkes High School Webpage and official
facebook page

Investigation of the parental portal through Sentral

Information Evenings related to subject selection,
education of students and parents on matters related to
social issues and community issues

Using SMS to parents on matters relating to
attendance, excursions, whole school events and
extra–curricular matters has improved communication
between the school and parents and caregivers, and
resulted in a more satisfied parental body.

Policy requirements

Aboriginal education

Aboriginal education has been maintained at an
intensive level with mandatory educational
requirements engaged with across all key areas of
teaching and learning. The development of an intensive
literacy and numeracy based art program Involve has
increased in application and is now incorporated across
many key learning areas of the school. Funding has
been utilised to engage specialised staff to focus on the
improved educational outcomes for all students. The
use of highly informative personalised learning plans
with a strong focus on academic and cultural, as well as
social and personal goals for all Aboriginal students
provide a strong foundation for the design of highly
engaging teaching and learning activities. Aboriginal
culture is promoted heavily in the school and an active
Aboriginal Educational Officer has allowed for the
development of authentic voices for all Aboriginal
parents and students, along with stronger links to
community and culture. Mrs Jodie Sutton continues to
provide a high level of support for Aboriginal students
and provides the basis for higher rates of participation
in curricular and non curricular experiences that fosters
a strong relationship with our local Aboriginal parents
and community members. This day to day support has
seen the increase in the numbers of students engaged
with culturally appropriate and valuable experiences
that improve the relationships of Aboriginal and non
Aboriginal students. A stronger leadership capacity has
also evolved from this support base and many of our
Aboriginal students form an integral and valuable part
of leadership experiences across the student body,
allowing for higher levels of participation of students in

a variety of experiences. Our students value their
cultural heritage and our school environment is one in
which the Aboriginal culture, history and experience is
valued, promoted and fostered in a collegial and
harmonious manner.

The role of the AEO is important in providing Aboriginal
students day to day support relating to educational
outcomes, assessment, and cultural and social
development.

Multicultural and anti-racism education

Parkes High School has a diverse range of students
from different cultural backgrounds.  The school
engages an Anti–Racism Contact Officer to provide
education and support services to the school
community on matters relating to anti–racism
measures. The school acknowledges and celebrates
cultural diversity and heritage through the recognition of
cultural difference and key events such as Harmony
Day, NAIDOC Week and other culturally significant
events. These events are inclusive of a whole school
focus and celebration, and are expressed through
whole school assemblies, celebratory and inclusive
practices and acknowledgment of heritage and cultural
diversity. All key learning areas have embedded
teaching and learning activities related to anti–racism
and cultural diversity in their teaching programs. Staff
and students are aware of key policy documents and
actions  relating to multiculturalism and anti–racism.
The school culture captures a strong sense of
appreciation, tolerance, inclusion and respect for
students and their cultural differences. Students from
multicultural backgrounds are valued and respected by
their peers and all students engage in building an
inclusive environment in which difference is
acknowledged and celebrated.
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